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(...) certainly the most remarkable-looking table we have seen.
J. W. L. Glaisher [38, p. 36]

[Felkel’s] table, both on account of its rarity and its confused arrangement,
is practically useless.

James Glaisher [37, p. 25]

1 Lambert’s tables project
In 1770, Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728–1777) published a collection of tables containing
in particular a table giving the smallest factor of all integers up to 102000 and not divisible
by 2, 3, or 5 [54].

In that table, Lambert wrote that “it would in fact be desirable if we could obtain
the factors of a number from 1 to 1 000 000 and even beyond, merely by opening a
table.” 1 This note had some tangible effects, first in that a number of persons sent to
Lambert various tables they had made before, and second in that others started to extend
Lambert’s table, often seeking some fame. Felkel was one of those.

2 Anton Felkel (1740–ca. 1800?)
Anton Felkel2 was born in 1740 in Kamenz (Kamieniec Ząbkowicki in Poland). At the
age of seven, he went to the piarist school in Weißwasser (Bílá Voda in Czech Republic)
and this is where he learned German and Latin. He decided to become a priest and
in 1765 he therefore went to the monastery of Sagan (Żagań in Poland). But soon
afterwards, he gave up this idea and decided to travel. He first went to Rome, and then
to Vienna. He studied law, then became teacher in 1767 at the St. Stephan Bürgerschule
in Vienna. He then returned to Sagan in order to learn about Felbiger’s3 school methods.
When he came back to Vienna, he applied these methods in the orphan school headed
by Ignaz Parhamer (1715–1786) [25]. In 1771, he became teacher in the newly opened
Normalschule in Vienna, where he was teaching at least until 1776 [71, pp. 21–34].

According to Luca’s contemporary biographical notice, Felkel’s first works were tables,
printed after 1771. It was at the beginning of the 1770s that Felkel studied mathematics
with Lukas Ebe, a teacher in Linz, and Wilhelm Bauer, who was professor in Vienna.4
This led him, in 1775–1777 to work on the tables described here.

Felkel also wrote a book on the theory of parallels in 1781 [32], perhaps inspired by
Lambert.

1Es wäre in der That erwünscht, wenn wir von 1 bis auf 1000000 und noch weiter die Theiler der
Zahlen durch blosses Aufschlagen einer Tafel haben könnten [54, p. 9].

2The main sources on Felkel are the biographical notice by Luca [25], Felkel’s letters in Lambert’s
correspondence [14, 15], the introduction to the translation of Lambert’s tables [56], and the school
records.

3Johann Ignaz von Felbiger (1724–1788) was abbot of the Augustine monastery in Sagan.
4On Ebe (1753–181?), see [73], and on Bauer (1742–1825) see [71, pp. 55–60]. Both Ebe and Bauer

published textbooks of mathematics.
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Figure 1: The engraving on the first page of Felkel’s table to 144000. This presumably
depicts Felkel [15, pp. 222–223], [9, p. 337]. (source: Göttinger Digitalisierungszentrum)
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In 1784, he resumed his work on factor tables after having laid it aside for eight years.
In 1787, he was director of the gräfl. Thun’schen Armenschulen in Bohemia, a charity
school [15, pp. v–vi].

In 1791, he went to Lisbon [56, preface, p. vii], [41, pp. 306–307]. There he became
the head of the Casa Pia charity school.5 During that period, he continued to work on
tables and was in touch with the Portuguese mathematician Garção Stockler (1759–1829).
Stockler wrote him a letter about the computation of factors and it sheds some light on
Felkel’s research at that time [36, 6].6

According to Cantor, Felkel invented several machines, in particular a reading and
speaking machine [20]. It is presumed that Felkel died in Lisbon around 1800.

3 Felkel’s first tables
Felkel’s projects evolved quickly between 1774 and 1777. Felkel writes that he started to
read Euclid in 1774 [15, p. 489]. In October 1775, he started to read Euler’s algebra [15,
p. 491]. Felkel started his work on table of factors in November 1775 [15, p. 156] and
eventually, especially following the race with Hindenburg, his aim was to give a table of
factors to 10 millions. Felkel recounted this period as that of the “factor disease”7 [15,
p. 489].

Felkel set out to give all simple factors of all integers not divisible by 2, 3, or 5. In
order to achieve this goal, he had to save as much space as possible, and he naturally
decided to use symbols for various primes. Felkel also decided to publish his table by
subscription.

Felkel wrote that the first table was computed to 2 millions from scratch in 18 months,8
but war troubles, deaths and other problems prevented the printing of going beyond
408000, and that at the same time it had to become destroyed [15, pp. 123–124], [39,
p. 118].9

Felkel’s table was published in three parts.10 The first part to 144000 was first pub-
5The Casa Pia school may have archives on Felkel, and this should be investigated.
6The letter is undated, but was probably written around 1795. In 1799, Felkel also wrote to Joseph

Banks, the president of the Royal Society in London, about his studies of factors [24, p. 325], and the
content of the letter is possibly related.

7Faktorenkrankheit
8In 1798, Felkel wrote of 16 months [56, preface, p. vii].
9Palamà writes that the manuscript to 2 millions passed into the possession of the Imperial Treasury

in Vienna [61]. But Zach, who is cited by Palamà, writes that Felkel obtained the manuscript back from
the war office [75]. Gauss also mentions Felkel’s work in the preface to Dase’s seventh million and writes
that Felkel had his table ready in manuscript up to 2 millions [23].

10Archibald knew of complete copies of Felkel’s table in the Graves library in London and in the library
of the University of Tübingen. Moreover, the first two parts are also at Göttingen and the first part
is at the Royal Society in London [9]. Archibald also mentioned a photographic copy of the Tübingen
copy at Brown University. Digitized versions of the tables to 336000 are available on the web. The only
actual copy that we saw is located in the library of the observatory of the University of Vienna, and it
does extend to 408000. The volumes have the approximate dimensions 28.7 cm × 42 cm. In this copy
the second and third parts have been bound together, with no intermediate title for the third part. The
second volume bears the same title as the second copy in Goettingen, namely stating only that the range
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lished in German in 1776, then in Latin in 1777. The two other parts (from 144001 to
336000 and from 336001 to 408000) were published in Latin, probably in 1777. Felkel
stopped working on the tables around April 1777, and he testified himself that he worked
for 16 or 18 months on that topic. Since very few copies of Felkel’s table were sold,
the whole printing, with only a few exceptions, had to be destroyed, although the ex-
act circumstances are somewhat obscure. In 1784, Felkel explained that because of war
troubles, deaths, and other fates, the copies had to suffer destruction [15, pp. 121–124].
It was Zach who wrote in 1800 that the printing was converted to “Patronen-Papier” for
the last war with the Turks [75]. But there should be doubts about this assertion, as the
Austro-Turkish war took place from 1787 to 1792. It is therefore not totally clear which
war troubles Felkel had in mind in 1784, but they were not the war with the Turks.

Felkel’s layout appears close to the one proposed by Euler in 1775 [26], but he was not
influenced by it, as Euler’s article was probably not yet published when Felkel started his
work [15, pp. 488–489]. Moreover, Felkel himself wrote that by 1785 he had still not yet
seen Euler’s article [15, p. 501].

Felkel then left the tables of factor aside for eight years. He only resumed working on
factor tables in 1784, chiefly as a consequence of the edition of Lambert’s correspondence
(see § 6.1).

3.1 The coding of the primes

Felkel only published his table to 408000. In our reconstruction, we have extrapolated
Felkel’s scheme and named all primes up to 10 millions (and a little more) and used these
names in the decompositions. Felkel’s table is difficult to use, as it requires to look up
primes either in the main table itself, or in an auxiliary table which is quite long. Felkel’s
auxiliary table of primes was only one page long for the interval 1–144000, but Felkel
made use of primes which are not in this auxiliary table. The complete auxiliary table
for the primes to 10 millions is 289 pages long.

In Felkel’s published tables to 144000, the only primes which appear with a multiplicity
greater than 1 are those of the first column of the auxiliary table (figure 2), namely primes
up to 523. But in the table to 408000, there are cases where a greater prime is squared.
These primes have names made of more than one symbol. For instance, 292681 = 5412

and 541 is encoded with αa. The question arose whether Felkel wrote (αa)2 or αa2.
The inspection of his table reveals that he merely adds an exponent, but does not use
parentheses. This may seem strange, but it is in fact not ambiguous, because Felkel on
the one hand separates consecutive factors with a small space, and on the other hand
that α · a2 is not a valid decomposition, because α can not stand for an isolated prime.

The primes until 523 are indicated by a unique symbol. Starting with 541, prefixes
are used. The first series of prefixes runs the lowercase Greek alphabet from α to ω,
and so we have αa = 541, αb = 547, etc. The next series runs the uppercase Greek
alphabet (Aa = 22307, . . . , Ba = 23321, etc.). Then follows the lowercase Greek alphabet
prefixed by a parenthesis (“(αa”= 47527, etc.), the uppercase Greek alphabet prefixed

is 144001–336000. The copy at the Graves library in London is probably similar, except that the first
part is in Latin.
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by a parenthesis, the Greek alphabets postfixed by a parenthesis, the Greek alphabets
prefixed by a bracket, the Greek alphabets postfixed by a bracket, the Greek alphabets
between a pair of parentheses, the Greek alphabets between a pair of brackets, and
the Greek alphabets prefixed by a half-bracket d. We assume that Felkel would have
continued with the Greek alphabets postfixed by a half-bracket e, but what would have
come next is not known. If a group of prefixes . . . α-. . .Ω is called an alphabet, he would
have needed d23×289−49

48
e = 138 alphabets, which are difficult to envision with only one

common symbol.11 Felkel may have planned to use the brackets and parentheses (, ), [, ],
{, }, d, e, b, c, [[, ]] and perhaps other special characters. With a pair of 12 such symbols,
144 combinations are possible, which would be sufficient to name the 138 alphabets,
but these symbols would have had a drawback, in that primes often need to be located,
and locating them requires locating the alphabet in a sequence. This is much easier
if the prefixes follow a regular pattern. Therefore, although we could have used such
combinations of patterns in our reconstruction, we have actually started to use a simple
3-symbol prefix from 523049 on. This prefix is made of a digit followed by a pair of
Greek letters. The first two symbols define the alphabet and we can have 10× 48 = 480
alphabets, of which we only use 130, not counting the initial alphabets used by Felkel.
Our extended prefixes are 0αα, 0αβ, . . . , 0αω, 0αA, . . . , 0αΩ, 0βα, 0ββ, . . . , 0βω, 0βA,
. . . , 0βΩ, . . . , 0ΩΩ, 1αα, . . . Our last but one prefix is 2Kχ starting with 10 000 439, and
our last prefix is 2Kψ

The first prime with a 3-symbols name is (αa = 47527 and it nevers occurs with a
multiplicity greater than 1. Only primes smaller or equal to 3137 = δw can occur with a
multiplicity greater than 1 between 1 and 10 002 000.

We should observe that Felkel’s interest was also in counting the primes, and Felkel’s
naming scheme makes it relatively easy. In order to find the position of a prime, one
merely needs to know the position of the alphabet in the sequence of alphabets and the
position of the prime within the alphabet.

In the fifth volume of Lambert’s correspondence, Bernoulli appears critical of the
use of letters by Felkel, and concludes that the demand for a different arrangement is
warranted [15, pp. 230–231].

Several other tables made use of symbols for numbers. This was in particular the case
of Jakob Philipp Kulik, who may have been inspired by Felkel, at least indirectly [51].
However, for each composite number, Kulik only gives the smallest factor, whereas Felkel
gives the whole decomposition. Moreover, Felkel gives names to all the primes, and Kulik
only named those that he needed, and the greatest prime that could occur in his tables
was 10009.

3.2 The table of primes

In his table giving the factors for numbers up to 144000, Felkel gave on one page the
prime numbers from 1 to 20353 (figure 2). This table names all the primes which are

11Nevertheless, an alternative would be the use of the number notation developed in the late 13th
century by Cistercian monks and described by David King [47]. With this notation, we could express a
number up to 9999 by a unique symbol.
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factors in the table, but it does not show Felkel’s scheme beyond 20353. Of course, this
table is not even enough for naming all factors up to 10 millions and beyond.

In our reconstruction, we have chosen to extend Felkel’s table of primes so as to cover
all prime numbers up to 10 001 921. Using 100 lines and 23 columns, this list covers
exactly 289 pages. There is only one prime number which appears in the complete table
to 10 002 000 and not in the first table, namely 10 001 963, which is named 2Kψa in our
naming scheme (figure 3). It didn’t seem necessary to add a whole page of primes for
that sole case.

3.3 The basic layout of a factor page

When Felkel published the first part of his table, he also gave a one-page table showing
the layout of his main table and useful to locate a given number (figure 4).

An examination of Felkel’s table gives a feeling of irregularity in that the content of
a cell can have three different forms:

• if a number is composed, all the symbols for all factors are given in sequence, from
the smallest to the largest, and separated by a small space; these entries are justified
to the right;

• the second form is made of a number followed by a dash and a letter, roman or
gothic, lowercase or uppercase; this refers to a prime and the complete symbol for
the prime is made of the current prefix (in the margin) and the suffix; these entries
are justified to the left;

• the third form is a special case of the second form, for those primes using a prefix
for the first time; the number for the prime is then followed by a dot, followed by
the prefix, followed by the letter; these entries are also justified to the left.

In 1873, Glaisher gave a slightly incorrect description of Felkel’s table. He wrote that
Felkel only gave the last three digits of a composed number when there was enough space
for it [38, p. 36]. In fact, Felkel only gives the last three digits on the first page (for all
numbers) and for the primes on the subsequent pages. This is of course redundant, as
the “coordinates” would be sufficient to identify the numbers.

3.4 The 1776 factor table and its completion

We have reconstructed Felkel’s projected table of factors up to 10 002 000, but it has
only been made with certainty from 1 to 408000. Afterwards, it is not totally clear what
Felkel’s conventions would have been for the prime alphabets. Towards the end of his
table, Felkel used “d” as a prefix in an alphabet, and he would then presumably have used
“e” as a postfix, but this is only a guess.

There are also anomalies in the page numbering. In the first part of the table (1–
144000), Felkel started with 1 and numbered each page separately. In the second part, he
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Figure 2: Felkel’s table of primes from 1 to 20353. (source: Göttinger Digitalisierungszen-
trum)
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Felkel’s table of factors (1776) (reconstruction, D. Roegel, 2011)

3285 Factores ab 9996001 usque 10002000. 3286

† a b c d e f g h a b c d e f g h †
 †-o e k q βr -p L NO h αo αN f v ob αh τP U Hn  † v K)I αv ρX f Z γM u P)G e 0ξKR m (Ξ)n γx ζ i w H)G 
2Kτ n Y]G γA εG f 0ζΨw m g γW c d αF e3 m u k dEh -q  e f ol αe υv g t εH h k d C -c -d -e e t Bi 2Kϕ

αC λD -r i b ζT -s e g ϑ)q A Φz G BD -t  z κ)F g 0δΠY -f e i (Bi f 2 h ζB x ΩN -g k dEq
e 0ξKR l [η]F q [Xa g 0δΠF f x νO i w ιv q (κD e h p W  p g βH y XK e b πP L Av αk τg q x γS l [η]M g r εQ
γf ζo αR µz t [ζf e C εn -u -v δc εi -w  f o ωN T Θv R IV αd πu c u W n r ζG e f m s v i 0αγt

f 0ζΨx -x e v χZ αU µx m p ιA o ψ]h f 2 (ΘC n Y]H  αE νO e A εa -h -i -k αT κQ n (oL h S βA
g2 (λG h 0ββm k αn αc s [κy βd κq u P)E e 0ξKS -y  k t ιo f i (αh γh ζK -l g 0δΠZ e V εP o q ζR f 0ζΨv

-z e f h αS h2 MU i 0αγg O KT m (Ξ)f g 0δΠG f 0ζΨy  N Mw -m -n g2 (λI e k q X l [η]N -o z M D
-A -B o S X n p t c αd πt e g ϑ)r -C U ψb  e l λK h 0ββc βT ζU f 0ζΨw d f αu y ρ)p i p ξN e K δO
l y εW r [Bx e N Q f k PI e 0ξKT h q ξU βM ηL i 0αγh  -p -q h u κU e2 [Om l n λD -r αs σp -s
e o κT αx ξh g s oC -D γp ζw f (NY h 0ββn e k l γy  g i Σt αm oz e 0ξKS αG λq -t f 2 k εd αV µt m (Ξ)o
δg δV g i Σs αZ λU e2 [Of n (oK f 0ζΨz m (Ξ)g -E  D Tp -u f 0ζΨx c (Φt -v h p πq e g ϑ)u βS ηU

-F t w G e f v αv -G I Om γa ζc q r εE g 0δΠH  n h γm e o Nt m (σk αM µP i 0αγu g s oD h 0ββd αu ρP
h z ϑE βZ ηy n w εs αG νh V Hu M NO e i (Bf -H  m q ϑI -w -x l [η]O f 0ζΨy e αg βV βc κx -y
k y βW e Y δa T Θt αl τz f y νf D To αD νU s (ϑn  βz ιe v K)K g W γc -z e 0ξKT a β)M αd υp o ψ]p
i2 Zv -I -K k (ψu g k u V e L δK P Kz h i αc  e f h ιU g k r αq l V αa -A w H)H -B f 0ζΨz e3 HU

f 0ζΨa -L -M g h XT e o t αf e (ΠO f l IE -N  -C n (oM i 0αγv e i µA s [κB U Hp k dEr g n ψs
e p ΛL -O γw ζk -P h i In a F E γX εw e2 m ϑC  -D f 0ζΨA e p k C u v G αU κK i 0αγw -E f l ηW
-Q f s w x g (Ex e 0ξKU -R k l δx δv δD f z µD  γP εv t [ζk e w P h Y αP γF εf βv ιe e r EH v K)L
g q σX E PL e x υX -S v K)F -T -U -V  T ψs e2 l m z αA νU f n x P g h XU E PN -F g (Ez
m u ζy W ZL αX µi f r ζD -W l t ηt e g n δd h 0ββo  -G p ξ]q βd ϑS g o w F O ωF e αz βM h (Γm I On
-X e2 [Og i 0αγi δq δP -Y g T βz m C K -Z  I AP -H k F αE i 0αγx e 0ξKU f Y γS -I -K
o n βv -A K AE -B l b δF e f i ϑF p B αm d (Σy  e B ηZ -L f 0ζΨB q m βy -M N ωT u P)H e h2 ζM
γl ζd h k n αa f g r βq -C e αC βH -D Y EG -E  g 0δΠA γu εR m (Ξ)p e 0ξKV b s αb f (NB -N i αo αx

e αs γg g 0δΠI h 0ββp βd ϑR -F x χ)S k o µT e t ιw  γL εS γY εu e n ΠS k s ιo f E γm -O g A δY -P
-G -H αe υu e 0ξKV f 0ζΨb p y δi Z Eq g 0δΠK  l [η]P h i y Z -Q m (Ξ)q q i βv g e ιh e2 z γr k p µs
-I m p βU e 0ξKW i l υF αt σf h2 MV -K -L  f 0ζΨC e 0ξKW h t λR p (µz N Mx k (ψw f 4 αz l [η]Q
f s ζY -M u (δZ -N αT κP -O e2 f h αH w H)C  βA ϑx u P)I g αc βw -R a β)N e αN βp i 0αγy M Az
O KU e H ηe l [η]G q z αK g2 l D -P t [ζg i u ιS  S ΘT f g (ϕf s [κC v g αM e αI βp h o πI -S f αn βl
v c βu f 0ζΨc k dEi g A γi -Q e 0ξKX G Πt f 2 (ΘD  e2 i k R -T r [BB -U m o βZ -V h 0ββe e g2 x d
h s µd i o2 Q m C αv r [By e a ρy n I αT αB νB -R  -W -X O KW e f t γv k v γe q (κH y x αf -Y
e2 [Oh -S p ξ]m f 0ζΨd q [Xb -T o (νU e 0ξKY  -Z -A e o Nu -B i L βN m w βH n Y]Q αp ξZ
g αb αK l2 ξz r (ϑV e k m γe αe πb -U i 0αγk o ψ]i  h c ηC αy ρg -C -D g K δe f 0ζΨD e l (βO y XL

* -V f (NZ *e 0ξKZ h u2 h -W f 0ζΨe g v νr k r s k  -E e 0ξKX *f 0ζΨE g 0δΠB αL µW k dEs H Bs -F *
 i 0αγl p i βQ f 0ζΨf -X h 0ββq g 0δΠL e F ηi -Y  a β)O n Y]R z ΦL D ΓG p Q αh e αl γC γr ζ t q G αq 

γk ζg e 0ξKA δk δQ -Z n Y]I R ωe X Zr E PM  w H)I x χ)V i2 Zx h 0ββf e2 f ϕa s (ϑp m (Ξ)r -G
2Kυ b (Ψd .2Kυa g 0δΠM -b f i m βt e 0ξKB z κ)B -c  e g ϑ)v s [κD E PO r [BC h 0ββg i l υG -H e 0ξKY

k a ζi g d ιt p (µy -d e2 [Oi -e -f h αa αG  f b λt αB λF -I e p ΛM p B F z κ)G f g (ϕg -K
e f 3 l n βD ϑl q (κE o e γh k dEk m v βK f w ζu e g ϑ)s  -L k h δS e 0ξKZ δg εc l t ηu g 0δΠC γl ζC -M
δd εf -g M Ax e 0ξKC F Γp -h S ΘS l p κl  I Oo f 0ζΨF αS µo βt ϑr o t βg -N e k r U f h r αU

-i f h u K e i (Bg x χ)T γk ζF -k f (NA f q t R  A ΦB e 0ξΛa g 0δΠD i o δH βe ϑP u P)K -O -P
r2 δZ -l h 0ββr βp ιW g 0δΠN i k AF e 0ξKD αy ρf  αC νW g2 q βf αr σu f 0ζΨG -Q e n ΠT -R m (Ξ)s
αo os e y τH u P)F f g (ϕe w H)D o (νV m2 b c n n βT  -S h2 MW -T l G αt e m λW t v γt Z ϕV g i Σu

-m v k αV i (ωr -n z ΦK e h (IR g y W -o  e 0ξΛb γE εh h αl αn -U z κ)H f 0ζΨH b (Ψg e αf βW
-p -q d B E -r e r EF f 0ζΨg h 0ββs -s  m (Ξ)t i d ζH f k l2 q e αy βN Q ωa -V w H)K -W
e g t βE -t f 0ζΨh i n πX -u γZ εt l s ηS e 0ξKE  o ψ]q -X e2 g βD -Y g 0δΠE h 0ββh x c βb -Z
-v k αi αf x ΩL e 0ξKF -w o ψ]k g D δC αW µl  p ξ]r f (NC γR εu g 0δΠF f n Γa R IW e h i ζc a h αo
h 0ββt q U αn e3 HT w H)E f 0ζΨi g 0δΠO k y ζX i v ιq  r [BD e 0ξΛc v y βQ k e εA γA εr n (oN o l βK .2Kχa 2Kχ
-x Y EH -y l A N p ξ]n z κ)C e 0ξKG m Y αp  f i s αr l [η]R -b -c -d e2 F V f 0ζΨI k dEt
f 0ζΨk e i (Bh g o ϕr -z H Br l c δX f 0ζΨl a β)I  g h n βa C TY -e γp ζx e u ψV w H)L I AQ γL εy
γH εd g 0δΠP n q ηH h t δq -a e2 Z αb -b x χ)U  e αN βh f m HM -f B ∆V i r µa q [Xc g t og e f 2 ξq

m (Ξ)h f K γs M NP p2 ηo e h l δu r [Bz i v γN f g m Q  x K O -g d (Σz e 0ξΛd γf ζp g 0δΠG p ξ]s s [κE
e w ιs g (Ey k2 ϕA -c -d -e -f e e oK  k dEu γy εL e αd γa f h (ζC N ωU c m αs -h i (ωt
i 0αγm -g -h e f n αu αY λX s C αc -i δw δB  -i o ψ]r g αs αK a β)P h k ∆q -k e q f H n Y]S

-k -l e 0ξKH βg ιQ g z κB αf υq -m h 0ββu  l u ζM e g ϑ)w i m τH k (ψx αS κW f p ψB -l βU ζQ
D ΓF δm δT -n g k l αR i 0αγn f 0ζΨm e u ψT αg τS  -m -n f 0ζΨK z Q X -o e i (Bk A ∆Y g l o αt
δt δL e x b r f 0ζΨn a β)K -o q L αk -p k dEl  u (εb -p -q m n κN e 0ξΛe k dEv γf ζR h 0ββi

-q h m t P l [η]H v K)G o s εU e 0ξKI n Y]K -r  e 0ξΛf b (Ψh -r -s f αk αX r [BE -t e 0ξΛg
g 0δΠQ -s h l εy -t e f A)y d y G γX εp αm oy  -u -v γA εH e2 y γP g 0δΠH -w -x -y
e 0ξKK -u i 0αγo -v -w h p O g q σY e 0ξKL  f 2 (ΘF h D γN e w χv g i2 γw βn ιA -z f s ζZ -a
f k p αH n2 u e βI ηp e2 x αO -x g h i γD f 0ζΨo -y  q C αb γU εz h p πr -b m (Ξ)u -c e 0ξΛh γu ζp
-z l [η]I e m ΨS q (κF k dEm i (ωs h k εF -A  -d e f k ηs n z δl o W αa v x βB -e l [η]S f i e L
w m αF f 2 r βw g2 (λH -B -C -D e N δA f b λs  g 0δΠI -f -g -h -i e h m γV k dEw t u γO

o ψ]l e g s αm c f αz m (Ξ)i I AO αk τ f -E βo ιY  -k i p ξO αL λc f 0ζΨL e αT βc r (ϑW g2 h s2 y b αW
h 0ββv -F y o αg f i (αg -G e k (ξs βh ιO g 0δΠR  e 0ξΛi w H)M -l h (Γn M NQ g z δC -m e2 [On
-H -I t [ζh s [κz e 0ξKM -K o p r d u (εa  t (εA q (κI -n e 0ξΛk -o f l d N i 0αγz γe ζT
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αV κD e3 c M U Ho δb εk -R -S i k i p -T  f G δI -v G BE k dEy e h A Y -w f g ιr p (µA
f g k W o ψ]m -U -V -W e v χA f w ξM h Q βP  e v χB n i βY αg τT l w βV g 0δΠL s T W r [BF e k (ξt
i x ϑK S ψx z κ)E -X e n ΠR -Y g 0δΠT q (κG  βR ζY f αb βm o ψ]s e g ϑ)x q [Xd U ψc d m αp f m k x
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αa ϕs h 0ββx p n βk e U δw i 0αγq -C l e δx -D  -B -C -D f 0ζΨM -E i 0αγB e2 [Oo Z Er
n Y]M o (νW e g h k L f q y B αN λo γg ζO -E -F  g2 k m y e 0ξΛl -F Q ωb s r αM -G v K)M B ∆W
-G g X βq r v γK b (Ψe αA λO w H)F e2 [Ok -H  -H h 0ββl u f βr V Hw k dEz e f A)A g q ζe βq ϑF
αS κV e p s αd -I -K t2 γQ f h g H -L g P γR  -I l [η]U f h x αy b (Ψi e p l y g Z βi t (εB αe πc
v (δa l (σL f 2 i εU k f εi q w αF e l (βN h αb αw A ΦA  e2 E X -K βk ιL i 0αγC -L n Y]U -M e 0ξΛm

αh τQ -M -N o ψ]n e αP βi i 0αγr -O k m n A  n (oO t g βl g X γz e 0ξΛn f 0ζΨN h k ∆r z ΦM -N
e2 d βS αZ λV γx εM -P f g l γI βi ιN -Q e y τI  -O g 0δΠM e i µB p ξ]t o y δz -P h2 MX i 0αγD
h αe αq αz ρq -R e g ϑ)t -S t [ζi T Θu -T  f A γH m (Ξ)w -Q -R βC ϑn P KA e f u αx g q σZ
f m e H C ∆g e G ηs n Y]N u x βQ -U f 0ζΨs p ξ]p  -S e i k αa r [BG -T αH νy x χ)W -U αF νn
k dEo R IU V Hv i r µz γB εC X Zs e 0ξKN c (Φs  h l χS f 2 (ΘG -V s M αk n Y]V e 0ξΛo e (ΠR f T βL

g 0δΠU e f z βh βF ηf h2 l αW k dEp -V -W f 0ζΨt  -W k dEA -X -Y e3 g γk αm τk i 0αγE l W αQ
αh oV -X -Y βW ηG h 0ββy e αv βU g αi βm i f ζ f  e 0ξΛp v K)N m (Ξ)x f g (ϕh -Z -A k a ζk e C εo

2Kϕ -Z .2Kϕa l w ζn f 2 (ΘE e2 G T g 0δΠV -b r [BA  i n o U -B αw ρS e h (IT E PP βs ιF -C c (Φu
e u ψU i2 Zw n s βo -c αt ξE k2 o P -d e q ΘK  d x M -D e s t D m (Ξ)y h G γh f 0ζΨO L NQ K Ξl
-e m (Ξ)m g y δH e αX βx x ΩM f t ζr a β)L h z γC  g 0δΠN q [Xe f 0ζΨP δt δF i w ιw -E e o Nw F ΠZ
s i βd g αB2 e f A)z O KV k (ψv -f i t κZ -g  p ξ]u e 0ξΛq αO µV r [BH -F H Op g u νK v K)O

-h l αc αp o ψ]o βb ιa v K)H -i e 0ξKO g B δP  -G -H k dEB -I f 0ζΨQ e g h αw l [η]V h n σD
i 0αγ s e h w αQ -k -l f p ψA -m -n αY κl  z e αY L Aw q D αD t f βf e m ΨT y ρ)q O KX -K
y r αx k m δs h m ϕH βk ιK -o e αl βO γB εn s [κA  e f A)B a2 αE g i Σv y XM -L -M f 0ζΨR e r EI
f p ηv -p -q γz εI e g i ηK -r f k PK αr ξY  -N g h p I -O e k2 n w -P i m τI -Q -R
e r EG q A αI δo δR g m p αg g h αl h 0ββz n Y]O e D ηE  -S f o u S e2 h ξp -T -U l u βC p o βa f g k δm
-s f a λK -t e 0ξKP -u K Ξk h 0ββa f u πf  Y EI s [κF -V αc πO K AF αG ν i e 0ξΛr s (ϑq
l q γb -v e2 [Ol -w e (ΠP b (Ψf -x o (νX  -W e v ιd -X f αh βu l [η]W h 0ββm -Y o z δa

g 0δΠW n Y]P i q νG f 0ζΨu r y γo -y e 0ξKQ l [η]L  C TZ βP ηf -Z i l δU g2 (λK e2 p q b h m ϕI w (γI
h 0ββb e αw γb k x ηc M Ay m o ιT i αr αs g 0δΠX -z  k dEC δi δR n Y]W g x µb e 0ξΛs f i ϑG .2Kψa f (ND 2Kψ
-a -b B ∆U s (ϑo βF ϑg e2 f g βa δl δX H Oo  e 0ξΛt βq ιO f 2 h αq v r αo k t ιp βt ιm αC νX e i n S

Figure 3: The end of the reconstructed table. This excerpt illustrates the three forms of
an entry. Most of the entries are of the first form. For instance, the entry at the upper
left gives a decomposition in two factors g and 0δΠR. Two lines below, 701-G represents a
prime. The only occurrence of the third form is on the last but one line, with 963.2Kψa.
Note that we have compressed the entry to make it fit the cell.

started again at 1, but numbered each column. We have reproduced this style faithfully,
and extended it until the end of the table.12

Felkel has also changed the header of the pages. In the first part, the headers were in
German (Factoren von . . . bis . . . ). After 144000, the headers are in Latin (Factores ab
. . . usque . . . ). This too has been reproduced.

Felkel’s table is certainly one of the best illustrations of the usefulness of a reconstruc-
tion. Checking Felkel’s table without reconstructing it is extremely difficult, and spotting
errors with our reconstruction has been much easier, although we have not gone into all
details.

12Bernoulli remarked that if Felkel’s first table is the first part of a table to 10 millions, then there
would have been 70 such parts (10 000 000/144000 = 69.44) [15, pp. 222–223].
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Figure 4: The basic layout of a page. (source: Göttinger Digitalisierungszentrum)
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Figure 5: A page of Felkel’s table. (source: Göttinger Digitalisierungszentrum)
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4 Felkel’s machine
In order to compute the factors of his table, Felkel made use of a “machine” with which
he could work faster. Felkel himself never described this machine in sufficient detail,
although it is depicted on the cover of the first part of his table (figure 6).

An advertisement for this machine was published by Wilhelm Bauer in the Leipzi-
ger Zeitung on 29 July 1776, and in final notes of the fifth volume of Lambert’s corre-
spondence, Bernoulli writes that Felkel once attributed the invention of his machine to
Wilhelm Bauer, but that it is not clear how much of it is true [15, p. 236]. The announce-
ment by Bauer was mentioned by Hindenburg in the letter he sent on 3 August 1776 to
Lambert.

The machine was described in more detail in the review published in the Allgemeine
deutsche Bibliothek in 1778 [3] and which was reproduced by Bernoulli in the second
appendix of his correspondence of Lambert [15, p. 232–234]. Recently, Weiss made a
reconstruction of this “machine” which should help clarify its principle [76]. It appears
that Felkel used rods. A set of 30 rods was needed to find the multiples of all numbers,
and 8 were needed to find the multiples of the numbers not divisible by 2, 3, or 5. These
numbers correspond to the possible remainders q when a number N is written in the form
30p+ q. The 8 values correspond to the 8 columns in Felkel’s table.

Felkel printed 30 columns of numbers on paper, starting with 1 to 30. Of these
columns, 8 were in red.

Figure 6: Felkel’s machine as it appears on the frontispice of Felkel’s table (excerpt of
figure 1).

The numbers in each column increased by 30. The 7th rod, for instance, had the
numbers 7, 37, 67, 97, until 2977. The thousands were not indicated. Each column had
100 numbers. The paper was glued on cardboard, and cut, and this gave the rods. If
we want to find the multiples of 47 not divisible by 2, 3, and 5, we take the rod marked
with 47 in the upper third. Then, we multiply 47 by 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, and 29, giving

13



Figure 7: Felkel’s machine, as illustrated by Bischoff [16] (courtesy: Stephan Weiss)
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329, 517, . . . , 1081, and 1363. The first product is 329, and we take the rod marked with
329 in the upper third. This is the rod marked with 29, 59, 89, 119, 149, 170, 209, 239,
269, 299, 329, etc. The corresponding rods are taken for the other multiples of 47. For
the last two products, 1081 and 1363, we take the rods marked with 81 and 363 in the
middle part.

Figure 8: The 30 rods of Felkel’s machine, as illustrated by Bischoff [16] (courtesy:
Stephan Weiss)

All these rods are put next to each other, and after the first rod, and we now have
on a same line the numbers 47, 329, 517, etc., that is 47, 47 × 7, 47 × 11, 47 × 13, . . . ,
47 × 29. The rods are put on a board and are kept in that arrangement. This is shown
on the cover of Felkel’s table, for instance. A ruler can be put over this line of numbers.

The next multiple of 47 is 47 · 31 = 1457. The value 457 is located in the middle
part of the first rod, the one with 47. Corresponding to ∗457 (∗ for one thousand) on the
other rods, we find the values ∗739, ∗927, ∗∗021, ∗∗209, ∗∗303, ∗∗491, and ∗∗773. These
are the products of 47 by 30 + 7, 30 + 11, 30 + 13, 30 + 17, 30 + 19, 30 + 23, and 30 + 29.
A ruler can be put at this position.
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This procedure is repeated by putting a third ruler at the same distance below the
second ruler as the second is below the first (47 lines) and this will give the next multiples.
If there is no longer enough space below, the ruler can be moved up by 53 lines, but in
general it seems that the first product was computed by hand and the others were found
with the ruler. This procedure may provide up to 8 multiples for every ruler position.
The symbol for 47 then had to be copied in the corresponding cells of the manuscript.

The author of the review added that he gave a detailed description of the machine,
because Felkel’s own description was not very clear.13

5 Errors in Felkel’s table
There are very few erratas for Felkel’s table, no doubt because locating errors was partic-
ularly difficult. Besides the errors given by Felkel himself in a letter to Lambert dated 22
November 1776 [15, p. 110] and in the first part of his table, we know of Florian Ulbrich
(1738–1800) who is said to have found several errors in Felkel’s table and as a consequence
constructed his own table of factors.14 We also know that Vega used Felkel’s table for his
table of factors and primes. In fact, Vega did not make it totally clear if he used Felkel’s
table for his table of factors published in 1797 [74], but he used it for his table of primes.
As explained in the next section, however, the errors found in Vega’s table show that he
did not copy the table of factors from Felkel.

We give here all the known errors, both of content and of sequencing, the latter having
been found while analyzing Felkel’s table.

5.1 Errors of content

In 1820, a comparison between Vega’s table of factors and Ulbrich’s was published, and
this revealed a number of errors in Felkel’s table [7].15

First, a number of errors were found in which Vega gave incorrect decompositions.
These errors concern the numbers 27293, 43921, 57103, 82943, 90983, and 93137. The
article published in 1820 merely stated that all errors (these and the ones below) ap-
peared also in Felkel’s table, but we have examined Felkel’s table and found the correct
decompositions for these six numbers. This suggests that Vega did not copy the first part

13For more background on the mechanization of factor search, see chapter 7 of Williams [77].
14Florian Ulbrich was Stiftsherr in Klosterneuburg from 1773 to 1791 [48, p. 164], [70], [35], [4]. He

computed a table of factors until 1 071 800. This table was never published. Darnaut et al. also mention
a table of logarithms made by Ulbrich in 1781 [22, p. 105]. By 1793, the clockmaker and mathematician
Cajetano, who was apparently quite familiar with Ulbrich’s work, wrote that Ulbrich would soon complete
his table to 2 millions and that his method was superior to that of Felkel and Hindenburg [19, pp. 41–44].
(We are grateful to Rudolf Fritsch for drawing our attention to the connection between Cajetano and
Ulbrich.) According to [5, 60, 8], Ulbrich had actually computed a table to 1.5 millions and had computed
auxiliary tables up to 20 millions. Ulbrich’s table of factors is now held at the Austrian National Library
(Cod. 10684 and 10685), but we have not yet examined it.

15According to Lindner, some of these errors had long been known [58]. It is possible that Lindner
used Ulbrich’s table for his own table published in 1812 [57], but this remains to be checked.
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of his table of factors to 102000 from Felkel, but merely took it from Lambert’s table, as
we initially understood it.

The other errors concern the list of primes given by Vega, and this list ranges from
102001 to 400031. This list was taken from Felkel’s table and the errata published coin-
cides with errors in Felkel’s table. These errors are the following.

Felkel (and therefore Vega) gave decompositions for the following numbers which are
prime: 148303, 148669, 168559, 168677, 173309, 177347, 189913, 194167, 216569, 232103,
235003, 242639, 247609, 326119, 330509, 331921, 336437, 339671, 357817, 357883, 371299,
and 397427.

On the other hand, Felkel and Vega gave the following composite numbers as primes:
148363, 148699, 168647, 168859, 173279, 177377, 194107, 210473, 216599, 232163, 235303,
242939, 247669, 326419, 331927, 336467, 339971, 357853, 358837, 359741, 371269, and
397457.

It will be noticed that these two lists often go in pairs, as a misplacement of one
factor naturally led to a complementary error nearby. This is similar to some of the
errors observed in Kulik’s table [51].

The above lists are probably not complete, as the numbers from 400031 to 408000 in
Felkel’s table have not been subject to a comparison with Vega’s table, and might contain
other errors.

5.2 Sequencing errors

In addition to the errors mentioned in the previous section, there are others errors in-
volving the names of the primes. We list here the errors we have found, but we have by
no means analyzed the whole table.

5.2.1 First part (1–144000)

• Felkel puts “827-E” in the cell of prime number 74827, but he should have put
“827-D”. As a consequence, all later primes up to the next sequencing error are
misnamed.

• 88741 is named 741-W but should have been called 741-V if there were only the
74827 error, and 741-U if there were no errors at all. So, from 88741 on, we have a
shift of two letters.

• It is interesting to note that Bernoulli’s example of location of a number is in that
range and he was unaware of Felkel’s sequencing errors. His example is that of
89371, but if there were no errors, the number 89387 would have been meant [15,
p. 230].

• For 101789, Felkel writes “789-z” and for 101797, he writes “797-*z”. The asterisk
seems to mean that Felkel is bringing the shift back to one unit by introducing a
variant letter. Such deviations appear several times, and the most likely explanation
seems to be that Felkel compared his list of primes with another one, probably that
of Marci published in 1772 and which went up to 400000 [59].
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• Felkel gave 112699 = 251 × 449 as prime, but he gives the correct decomposition
in his errata. Then, for 112799 which is prime, Felkel gives a decomposition, and
this error happens to reduce the shift to 0, so that from then on until 144000, the
names of the primes are correct (except possibly if two errors cancel out within
some pages that we haven’t checked). This error in 112799 was also corrected the
errata in which Felkel replaced the content of the cell by “799-*” (with no adjoined
symbol).

5.2.2 Second part (144001–336000)

After 144000, in the second part of the table, there are also several errors, which are
easy to identify by comparing our reconstruction with Felkel’s table. We have located
the following ones:

• 144773 and 160709 are indicated as prime, but Felkel skips one letter in each case,
and he has therefore by then a discrepancy of two letters.

• 168673 and 168697 are given as prime successors (and are not), but Felkel skipped
two letters in the naming.

• 174067 was named irregularly as “067*u” to distinguish it from the previous value
“061-u”.

• At the end of the interval 174001–180000, Felkel’s count of primes is in excess by 4
units.

• Felkel corrects his count for 182123 which is named “123*k” and at 186000 the
excess is only three units.

• The greatest rectification occurs in the interval 186001–192000 (figure 9). Here,
Felkel corrects the count by nine units between 186647 and 186709. This is a
sequence of nine consecutive primes. As a result, there is now a shortage of 6 units
in the count of primes.

• Felkel gave 189913 as composed, but it is a prime. This error was given in [7]. The
shortage is now seven units.

• 193031 was named “031-m”, like the previous prime “013-m”. The shortage is now
eight units.

• Felkel skipped one letter for the prime 201473, bringing the shortage back to seven
units.

• Other errors occur and eventually the shortage ends with eleven units by 336000.
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5.2.3 Third part (336001–408000)

In the third part, the shortage starts with 11 units, and jumps from 11 for 342000 to 16
units for 345000. Eventually, at the end of the last printed page of Felkel’s table, for the
interval 402001–408000, there is a shift of 13 units between Felkel’s numbering of primes,
and the exact one. This means that if the problems were only omissions of primes, Felkel
would have forgotten 13 primes. In reality, as we have seen, things are a little more
complex, since some numbers have been given as primes when they were not, there were
some sequencing errors, and there were some intentional shifts, presumably to catch up
errors found by comparison with another table.

Figure 9: A string of anomalies probably corresponding to errors that Felkel wanted to
rectify on the page for the interval 186001 to 192000. The anomalies are the use of ‘*’ in
the names of the primes. 649∗I, for instance, repeats the naming of 551-I and therefore
shifts the letters. Here, no less than nine symbols are inserted between 629-Q and 727-R.
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6 Felkel’s later work
Apparently Felkel stopped working on his table of factors in 1777, and took up again the
research in 1784 when the correspondence with Lambert began to be printed [15, p. 122],
[39, p. 118].

6.1 New computation (1784)

In 1784, Felkel published a tract about a new projected table, with a first part going
to 1 008 000, a second part going to 2 millions and with plans to reach 10 millions [15,
pp. 121–134]. Moreover, in the preface of the 1798 translation of Lambert’s Zusätze,
Felkel wrote that he computed the table anew from 1 to 2 856 000 = 7 × 408000 [56,
preface, p. vii]. He actually probably computed it up to 3 millions [39, pp. 120–121].16 It
is possible that he had to recompute everything if he no longer had the initial calculations
made in 1776.

The new table was going to be very similar to the one published in 1776, the main
difference being that Felkel no longer gave all the factors. Felkel now recognized that the
use of letters is inconvenient and he proposed to give the smallest factor explicitely, as
suggested by Lambert. More precisely, if a number is composed, all the factors except
the largest one are given. The first factor is given explicitely, but the other factors are
given with letters.

With these new restrictions, for the numbers up to 2 millions, and given that the
smallest explicit factor is 7, Felkel only needed symbols for primes up to

√
2 000 000

7
= 534.5.

The largest prime below this limit is 523. This is also true if the table goes up to
2 016 000 and Felkel was therefore able to use the first column of primes from his first
table, where the primes 1 to 523 were encoded by a single letter.

The primes are encoded as in the first table from 1776 (figure 2), namely with a prefix
and a letter from the roman or gothic alphabet. Figure 10 shows several primes, for
instance on the first line, “−M”, whose complete name is “(µ−M”, and corresponds to
1 006 507. The prefixes are “(µ,” “(ν,” and the first appearance of the prefix “(ν” is in
column b. A comparison with our reconstruction and extension of the 1776 table will
show that the beginnings of the prefixes differ from ours. It is moreover not clear which
sequence of prefixes was used by Felkel in this new table. The prefix “(µ” was used in the
first table for the primes 59359 to 60493. One may be tempted to include the dot in the
prefix (which would then be “(µ.”), but the dot does not seem to appear in the first use
of the prefix “(ν”, so that we will leave this problem open for the moment.

Another difference with the first table is that each page now only covers an interval
of 3000 integers, instead of 6000 initially. In the table published in 1776, each page was
made of two columns, each covering 3000 integers (figure 4). Each page contained exactly
100 lines. In the new project, only one column was taken, and split in two parts, so that
each page now has only 50 lines, and the first line contains the suffixes 001, 007, 011, 013,

16Felkel actually wrote that he computed the table from 1 to 5 millions [56, introduction, p. xiv], but
Glaisher views this as a misprint, and believes that Felkel did not go beyond three millions [39, pp. 108,
120].
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017, 019, 023, 029, and then 501, 507, 511, 513, 517, 519, 523, and 529. This appears
clearly on figure 11. The number 1 007 539, which was given in 1785 as an example by
Felkel in his article on periods of fractions [34], appears towards the bottom of column f
in figure 10 and its factors except the largest 97 are 13.hq = 13× 17× 47.

The entire table to 2 016 000 would have occupied 672 pages. Pursuing this scheme
to 10 millions would have required 3334 pages, but then Felkel would not have been able
to use only one-letter symbols.

Felkel again started a subscription. He planned to first issue the first million, then
installments of 200000 four times a year. But Felkel’s project apparently failed again,
perhaps for lack of time on his side, or because he moved to Lisbon. His project was only
fulfilled on a small scale in Felkel’s translation of Lambert’s table in 1798.

Figure 10: A fragment of the last page of the first part of the new projected table (1784).
The page was scanned by Google without unfolding the table, so that the left part (with
another set of columns a to h) is not visible, except for the marginal inscriptions 1005
and 1006. The lower part of the table is also not visible. Part of it is visible in figure 11.
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Figure 11: The layout of a page in the 1784 project. These are two different scans, but
in both cases the page was scanned by Google without unfolding the table. On the right
scan, we can see the bottom of the last page of the projected table, but folded.

6.2 Felkel’s new method (1793–1794)

In the preface of the 1798 translation of Lambert’s table, Felkel writes that he was working
on a more portable scheme and he constructed 15 “bases” by the aid of which numbers up
to 24.6 millions could be factored, when the least factor does not exceed 400 [56, preface,
p. vii], [39, p. 121]. Felkel also found a method to factor numbers up to 100 millions on
65 “bases.” Zach also mentioned a table up to 24 600 000 [75].

There is an account of Felkel’s new method in a letter sent by Stockler to Felkel [36],
probably around 1795. In order to decompose the numbers from 40000 to 1 200 000, Felkel
proceeds as follows. He first assumes that he has the decompositions of all integers up
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to 40000 and he considers a table of the numbers 30n + 1, 30n + 7, 30n + 11, 30n + 13,
30n+ 17, 30n+ 19, 30n+ 23, 30n+ 29, for n < 1200. Now, if N = 30n+ a is a number
to decompose, Felkel considers the double sequence

a 30 + a 60 + a 90 + a . . . X . . .
n n− 1 n− 2 n− 3 . . . Y . . .

If X and Y have a common factor, then it is easy to show that this is also a common
factor of N . For instance, for N = 40003 = 1333× 30 + 13, we have the double sequence

13 43 73 . . . 763 . . .
1333 1332 1331 . . . 1308 . . .

and 763 and 1308 have the common factor 109, which divides 40003 = 109 × 367. The
common factors are found using the known decompositions until 40000, and this sets the
limit of n to 40000, and therefore of N to 1 200 000. This technique can be extended for
larger intervals.

The bases alluded to by Felkel are apparently tables of numbers not divisible by 2, 3,
or 5 in certain ranges. For instance, Felkel calls “base A” the table of the numbers from
1 to 36000 not divisible by 2, 3, or 5. “Base B” contains the numbers not divisible by 2,
3, or 5 from 2 364 000 to 2 400 000 [36, p. 392].

6.3 Felkel’s edition of Lambert’s table (1798)

Although Lambert had a difficult time with Felkel, as testified by Lambert’s correspon-
dence, Felkel somehow had his revenge in publishing a Latin translation of Lambert’s
Zusätze with an improved table of factors in 1798 [56]. This table was clearly influenced
by Felkel’s 1784 table, in that Felkel also tried to give all the factors, except the largest
one.
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7 Chronology 1770–1784
The period between the publication of Lambert’s tables in 1770 and the publication of
Felkel’s table and Hindenburg’s method was a period of intense development and uncom-
pleted computations which must have been a source of frustration for all the involved
parties.

Thanks to the publication of Lambert’s correspondence by Johann Bernoulli,17 we
have a fairly detailed picture of these developments. The correspondence contains in par-
ticular the letters exchanged with Felkel and other table computers. Bernoulli organized
the letters by correspondents, and then by date. In this section, we have summarized
the parts of each letter relevant to the computation of factor tables, and we have ordered
them strictly chronologically. This seemed adequate, since there are often allusions to
one correspondence in another, and the development and interactions between Lambert,
Felkel and others can be followed more easily that way.18 We have also added a few other
events in this chronology.

The chronology starts in 1770, after the publication of Lambert’s table [54].

• On 27 September 1770, Lambert publishes a notice in the Allgemeine deutsche
Bibliothek on the tables that he received from Oberreit, without naming him [55].
Oberreit has extended the table to 150000, and plans to extend it at least to 204000.
Lambert published this notice in order to avoid duplicate work. Lambert also
mentions a second computer, but it is not clear if he refers to Wolfram or someone
else.

• In a letter sent to Kant in 1770 [12, p. 366],19 Lambert writes that he found someone
to extend his table of factors to 204000. He writes that the table of factors will
perhaps be extended to one million. (In 1782, Bernoulli adds that this table to
204000 was computed by Oberreit,20 that it was extended to 500000, and that it
was now in the hands of professor Schulze in Berlin. Bernoulli also mentions a work
giving the natural logarithms of all prime numbers up to 100000 [12, p. 368].)

• 5 March 1772, Wolfram21 to Lambert [14, p. 436]

Wolfram writes that he received Lambert’s 1770 book on February 28, and he
informs Lambert that he had computed for his personal use a table giving the
smallest factor of all numbers up to 300000 not divisible by 2, 3, and 5. This table
occupies 25 pages. (see also [15, p. 140])

17Johann III Bernoulli (1744–1807).
18Lambert’s correspondence about tables of factors was also described by Glaisher [39] and Bul-

lynck [17, 18].
19This letter is also reproduced in Kant’s published correspondence [45].
20Ludwig Ober(r)eit was an Ober-Finanz-Buchhalter in Dresden. He was born in Lindau in 1734 and

died in Dresden in 1803. He was the brother of Jacob Hermann Ober(r)eit (1725–1798) who rediscovered
one of the main manuscripts of the Nibelungenlied. See also Neue deutsche Biographie, volume 19, 1999,
pp. 382–384.

21Isaac Wolfram. A summary of what is known on Wolfram was given by Archibald [10].
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• 21 March 1772, Lambert to Wolfram [14, p. 441]

Lambert mentions Oberreit who planned to extend the table of factors to one mil-
lion, giving all factors. Lambert writes that he published a notice about Oberreit’s
computations on 27 September 1770, in order to prevent duplicate work.

• 3 August 1772, Wolfram to Lambert [14, p. 445]

Wolfram mentions the work of Adolph Marci who had factored the numbers up to
300000 by 1756. Wolfram had known about this table since 1758. Wolfram also
had plans to extend the table to a million in 1756.

• 5 April 1773, Wolfram to Lambert [14, p. 493]

Wolfram mentions the table “Tafelen over de Primgetallen van 1 tot 400000” pub-
lished by Marci in 1772 or 1773 [59].

• 26 July 1773, Wolfram to Lambert [14, p. 497]

Among other things, Wolfram writes that among the 266666 numbers smaller than
one million and having their smallest factor greater than 5, there are 78458 primes,
121852 numbers with two prime factors, 55244 numbers with three prime factors,
10160 numbers with four prime factors, 907 numbers with five prime factors, 44
numbers with six prime factors, and only one number with seven prime factors.22

• 18 May 1774 : Lambert to von Stamford [15, p. 5]

Lambert mentions to von Stamford23 that the table of factors had been computed
from 1 to 72000 and from 100000 to 504000. This is the work done by Oberreit.

• 24 May 1774: von Stamford to Lambert [15, p. 8]

von Stamford doesn’t understand why there is a gap between 72000 and 100000,
given that there is none in Lambert’s 1770 table. He asks for clarifications to
Lambert. In fact, in 1770, Lambert gave only the smallest factors, whereas Oberreit
gave all factors.

• 7 June 1774: Lambert to von Stamford [15, p. 10]

Lambert explains how to fill the gap between 72000 and 100000.

• Hindenburg24 started to work on the tables in 1774 [15, pp. 156, 240].

• 11 August 1774, Lambert to Wolfram [14, p. 509]
22This number is 77 = 823543.
23Heinrich Wilhelm von Stamford (1740–1807), officer in Potsdam. From 1772 to 1775, he was teaching

French at the monastic school of Ilfeld in Germany [62].
24Carl Friedrich Hindenburg (1741–1808) developed the combinatorial school [21].
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Lambert mentions the work of von Stamford. Lambert received from Oberreit the
factors of the numbers from 1 to 72000 and from 100000 to 500000,25 with the notice
that Oberreit could no longer complete it. von Stamford is now working on filling
this gap.

• 2 April 1775 : von Stamford to Lambert [15, p. 15]

von Stamford announces that he filled the gap from 72000 to 100000. He announces
that he agreed with Rosenthal26 to split the computation from 504000 to one million.
von Stamford will take the range 504000 to 750000 and Rosenthal will go from
750000 to one million.

• 12 August 1775 : Lambert to von Stamford [15, p. 20]

Lambert writes that the limit should be pushed to 1002000 in order to fill the last
page.

• 2 December 1775, von Schönberg to Lambert

Curt Friedrich von Schönberg, a student of Hindenburg, writes that Hindenburg has
been working on factor tables and that his method would allow him to recompute
Lambert’s table to 102000 in 8 days [13, p. 310].

• 26 December 1775, Lambert to von Schönberg

Lambert gives a list of tables he already has, and he mentions the table giving all
factors to 500000, and that he had a pledge that this table would be extended to
one million [13, p. 312].

• 15 January 1776: Felkel to Lambert [15, p. 33]

Felkel announces the completion of his table to 144000, on 12 sheets (24 pages,
with a range of 6000 per page). He says that he tried to build such a table, without
knowing if such a table did already exist. He writes that he spent six days to find
all factors of odd numbers from 1 to 10000, and it occured to him that the limits
of 100000, or even 1 million, were not unreachable.

On one side of a half-sheet, he put an interval of 3000 numbers, and he had such
a page printed in 400 copies. We can therefore assume that he had pages for
400 × 6000 = 2 400 000 numbers. He then describes his first sieve, a “scale that
could be turned into a machine.”

The interval of 144000 took Felkel two months and he hoped to reach 10 millions
in several years. He wrote of 840 sheets, that is 1680 pages, which is the number

25In fact, probably 504000. According to [15, p. 140], Oberreit had completed the table up to 260000
by the Summer 1771, and the next year he had reached 339000, both having been sent to Lambert. In
1775, and perhaps earlier, the table was ready to be printed until 500000 (actually 504000) and the plan
was to go up to a million. There was however apparently a gap between 72000 and 100000 (or 102000?).

26Gottfried Erich Rosenthal (1745–1813) was a pioneer of meteorology and measuring instruments. He
was Bergkommissarius.
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of pages if the initial scheme is continued. Felkel was looking for the support of
Lambert and the Academy.

The numbers with factors 2, 3, and 5 were not included in Felkel’s table.

Felkel briefly mentions that he provides two sieves, one for numbers not divisible by
2, 3, and 5, and which provides the factors of 8 numbers for every move; the second
sieve applies to all numbers and identifies the factors of 30 numbers at a time.

• 3 February 1776, Felkel to Lambert [15, p. 44]

In this letter, Felkel advertises the making of the table until one million by sub-
scription, on 84 sheets. He writes that factors can be found 40 times faster than by
hand with his machine. Felkel also sells his machines and claims their usefulness for
people who would like to find factors of numbers not within his table. Finally, Felkel
estimates that he can complete one million every six months and that completing
a 10 million table should not be given up.

• 12 February 1776, Lambert to Felkel [15, p. 51]

Lambert informed Lagrange of Felkel’s project, and writes that Lagrange only has
an incomplete understanding of Felkel’s machine. Lagrange is not convinced that
the machine can be used with large numbers.

• 21 February 1776, Felkel to Lambert [15, p. 53]

Felkel writes that he takes up the task of computing the factors until 2 millions (or
beyond). One year should suffice. At that point he had already computed more than
half a million. Some errors are mentioned but they probably concern a preliminary
version of his table to 144000, for the mentioned errors do not occur in the published
version. Felkel writes that he is preparing a description of his machine. Felkel also
writes that his work has been examined by 15 mathematicians.

• March 1776, Lambert to Felkel [15, p. 57]

Lambert encourages the computation from 1 million to 2 millions. Lambert men-
tions his other two correspondents who were working on the interval from 500000 to
1 million, namely Stamford and Rosenthal. Another correspondent, Ludwig Ober-
reit, had extended the table to 500000. Lambert writes that he does not object the
publication of Felkel’s table to 144000 which will find some use, but he questions
Felkel’s choice of a subscription for the table. But at the same time, Lambert thinks
that a subscription is the best way to sell the machine.

• February or March 1776: Lambert to Rosenthal [15, p. 24]

Lambert writes to Rosenthal because he has had notice of Felkel’s work. Lambert
says that he advised Felkel to continue with the second million.

Lambert hopes that the works of each part will fit together.

• 6 March 1776: Rosenthal to Lambert [15, p. 26]
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Now, Rosenthal writes that he was informed by Stamford that the latter’s illness
does no longer allow him to continue the work, and Rosenthal agreed to do all the
work himself.

Rosenthal asks Lambert if he can obtain for him a machine by Felkel.

• 30 March 1776, Felkel to Lambert [15, p. 62]

Felkel writes that he finds the factors of 240 numbers in one hour. He writes that
a 10 year old child could operate the machine and dictate its results. He estimates
that the numbers from 1 million to 2 millions could be factored in at most 2927
hours, and in fact faster, in particular by the use of several computers.

Felkel proposes to complete the table until 1 008 000 for Easter 1777, to have it
printed on 42 sheets, and to have the factors up to 2 000 000 ready for print. (but
shouldn’t the first million be on 84 sheets?)

Felkel writes that it would be good to print the table until 300000, and that it
would occupy 12.5 sheets. So, on one sheet, there would be four pages, since
300000 = 12.5× 4× 6000.

Felkel plans to work on parts of 300000 numbers and seven such parts amount to
a little more than 2 millions. This would make it easier for Felkel to distribute the
work among aides.

• 2 April 1776, Wolfram to Lambert [14, p. 520]

Wolfram writes that he had factored the numbers from 1 to 126000 in 1743 in
Danzig, and continued up to 300000 in Holland. He also gives a list of 30 errors in
Marci’s table up to 300000. He writes that Marci had planned to go to 1 200 000.

According to Wolfram, the prime numbers until 100000 in Marci’s book are printed
like those of Jäger published by Krüger in 1746.

• 24 April 1776, Felkel to Lambert [15, p. 70]

Felkel explains that he is now compelled to publish a table in order to satisfy his
patrons. The printing will start in May 1776. This may explain why the table to
144000 was printed.

Felkel observes that he computes the tables as fast as the printer can print them,
and he works without any aide. Felkel is confident that by the following Easter,
the first two millions will be computed, and a large part of the second million will
be printed.

• 24 Juni 1776, Felkel to Lambert [15, p. 73]

Felkel writes that his computations go faster than the setting by two printers. Felkel
now plans to write an introduction to the first table.

• 30 July 1776: Lambert to Rosenthal [15, p. 27]

Lambert writes that he was compelled not to answer Felkel’s letters, as Felkel is
not willing to cooperate with other computers. Lambert writes that he has already
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three unanswered letters by Felkel. Lambert’s letter is quite critical of Felkel’s
projects and arrogance.

Lambert now suggests to Rosenthal to wait for Felkel’s completion of the two mil-
lions and for the description of his machine, until further decisions be taken.

• 3 August 1776: Hindenburg to Lambert [15, p. 137]

Hindenburg informs Lambert of a published announcement to go beyond Lambert’s
table. Hindenburg mentions a machine advertised by Wilhelm Bauer, professor in
Vienna.

Hindenburg knows that Lambert has already obtained all factors of the numbers
up to 500000.27

Hindenburg writes that he plans to provide a million, but only with the smallest
factor. He also wants to provide a million, to make sure to extend beyond other
competitors.

This letter contains a printed notice from 24 May 1776 by the publisher Siegfried
Leberecht Crusius about Hindenburg’s project of giving the smallest factor of the
numbers between 1 and 5 millions [15, pp. 142–150].

Crusius’ notice is also an answer to Lambert’s call. The notice insists on the purely
mechanical and reliable process of finding the primes and factors.

According to this notice, the computation of the interval from 1 to 102000 took a
little less than 14 days. This table contains 27200 number positions.28 There are
17433 factors and 9767 prime numbers. Hindenburg only had to search the factors
of 11427 numbers.

The notice observes that the way the factors are computed is very regular, and it
makes it possible to predict the time of completion of the table. It is also mentioned
that Hindenburg would be happy to have others do the computation, if there were
an unexpensive way to check the other computers’ results. And this way must be
easier than computing the factors by himself.

At the beginning, Hindenburg had planned to issue intervals of 200000 at a time,
but he now plans to issue one million at a time.

For reasons unrelated with the computation, the first million cannot be printed
before Easter 1777.

The layout will follow that of Lambert, with some changes, and there will be two
fifths more numbers on a page than on two consecutive pages by Lambert. (There
are 800 numbers on two pages in Lambert’s arrangement and so there might be
about 1100 numbers on one page of Hindenburg’s project) It seems that there will
be intervals of 5000 numbers per page.

One octavo sheet will cover an interval of 40000 and 25 sheets will cover a million.
27On details of the communication of this table to Lambert, see [15, p. 140].
28Each double page contains 800 values and there are 34 double pages, hence 34× 800 = 27200.
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• 13 August 1776: Lambert to Hindenburg [15, p. 151]

Lambert informs Hindenburg of Felkel’s projects. He writes that he had already
told Felkel that it was not necessary to compute the table from 1 to 1 million,
because this had already been computed, and that he could instead compute the
table from 1 million to 2 millions. Felkel consequently altered his plans to extend
the first table to 300000, and to announce the continuation to 2 millions. Lambert
complains that Felkel asked him to support his endeavour, although Felkel did not
describe his machine. Consequently, Lambert did not answer the last three letters
by Felkel. Lambert now expects Felkel to extend his plans further, since Felkel
mentioned the limit of 10 millions in a printed notice.

Lambert writes that Felkel does not realize that his method and machine could
make him more famous than an unnecessary use of them.

Lambert even writes that before what happens with Felkel becomes clear, Lambert
will not publish anything on factors, as he considers that Felkel might claim that
he already knew everything better.

Lambert mentions that such duplicate work occurred before, for instance for the
translation of foreign works.

Felkel is not intimidated by 5 millions, and has already found people to assist him.

Lambert says that because Felkel does not listen to him, he is happy to see Hin-
denburg’s work progress.

• 13 August 1776: Lambert to Rosenthal [15, p. 30]

Lambert informs Rosenthal that Hindenburg, after learning from Felkel’s proposal,
decided to extend the table up to 5 millions, but only indicating the smallest di-
visors. Lambert says that Hindenburg and Felkel want to compete, instead of
cooperating. Lambert concludes that this affair will in the future occupy a certain
space in the history of mathematics.

• 13 August 1776, Lambert to Felkel [15, p. 81]

Lambert mentions the work of Hindenburg, without naming him, after the letter
Lambert received of him above (dated 3 August).

• 17 August 1776, Hindenburg to Lambert [15, p. 155]

Hindenburg estimates that he can compute faster than Felkel with his machine.

He writes that it seems that Felkel does not follow Lambert’s layout. (In a footnote,
Bernoulli adds that Felkel followed Euler’s arrangement)

Hindenburg observes that no cooperation is possible with Felkel.

• 24 August 1776: Lambert to Hindenburg [15, p. 161]

Lambert tells Hindenburg that he only sent to Felkel Hindenburg’s printed notice.

Lambert recalls, without naming them, the works of Oberreit, von Stamford and
Rosenthal.
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Lambert mentions Euler’s 1775 article [26] and his proposed layout.

• 10 September 1776, Felkel to Lambert [15, p. 82]

In this letter, a conflict with Hindenburg is mentioned for the first time. Felkel
writes that he could also promise 20 millions.

This letter also contains a long “Nachricht”, dated 1st June 1776, but actually
probably 1 September 1776. (see Hindenburg’s letter from 27 September 1776 and
also Bernoulli’s comment [15, p. 235]; the same text does exist with two different
dates) This text announces two tables, one giving all factors of all numbers up to
1 million, and another giving all factors of all numbers not divisible by 2, 3, and 5
from 1 to 10 millions.

This text also gives the names of 16 “mathematicians” who testified about Felkel’s
work.29 Felkel then writes that the first million has been completed for some time.
He writes again that one year is enough to compute two millions, assuming that no
more than four hours are spent every day on it.

So, his plan is to compute two millions every year until 10 millions. But he also
writes that he now has two computers by his side.

Felkel recollects the influence of Lambert and that he had started his computations,
not knowing that others had also partly extended Lambert’s table. Felkel writes
that Lambert encouraged Felkel to go beyond the first million.

• 27 September 1776, Hindenburg to Lambert [15, p. 166]

Hindenburg writes that for priority reasons he had to publish a notice of his method.

He also mentions a notice by Felkel, dated 1 September 1776. This notice must
be the one Felkel sent to Lambert on 10 September. Hindenburg accuses Felkel of
having borrowed words from Hindenburg’s notice.

Hindenburg mentions the publication of his “Beschreibung einer ganz neuen Art
etc.” [42].30

Hindenburg writes again that he puts 5000 numbers per page. He now gives for
every divisible number n the smallest factor p, as well as the remaining factor, that
is p and n/p. He claims again to find the factors faster than Felkel.

Hindenburg now also presses Lambert for his opinion on his work.

• 2 October 1776: Hindenburg to Lambert [15, p. 173]

Hindenburg gives additional details. (Hindenburg’s table also does not contain
multiples of 2, 3, and 5) He writes that for every million 60000 factors can be
printed in advance. (I fail to see why, as one million is not a multiple of any
factor that is found in the table) Hindenburg writes that Felkel’s machine does not
have this advantage, however it is made. Hindenburg also stresses the usefulness of

29See Felkel’s letter of 21 February, above.
30Reviews of Hindenburg’s publication appeared in 1777 [2] and 1778 [3]. For a critique of Hindenburg’s

text, see Knuth [49].
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adding the multiplicity of the smallest factor and the co-factor (that is, every non
prime number is written as ap · b). The co-factor could be written in italics when it
is not a prime number. He writes that this almost as good, and in a certain sense
even better than giving all the factors.

• 5 October 1776: Lambert to Hindenburg [15, p. 179]

Lambert informs Hindenburg that Felkel wrote him that Hindenburg’s notice was
useful to him.

Lambert makes some observations on the layout of the table, for instance consider-
ing that 3556553 = 7 · 508079 = 7 · 11 · 13 · 17 · 19. The first decomposition takes
a lot of space, but less than the complete one. Lambert also suggests to put an
asterisk after a prime number in a decomposition.

• 18 October 1776, Wolfram to Lambert [14, p. 523]

• 8 November 1776, Felkel to Lambert [15, p. 106]

In this letter, Felkel even writes that his plan would need no modifications until
1000 millions. He writes that he can find all factors of 500 numbers in one hour.31

• 22 November 1776, Felkel to Lambert [15, p. 110]

Felkel mentions someone who, being stimulated by Felkel’s work, decided to com-
pute the logarithms of all prime numbers up to a million with 15 decimals.

Felkel also gives an errata to his table. This errata is for the table to 144000, but
does not account for all errors.

• On 29 November 1776, Hindenburg published a notice of his projected table in the
Wittenbergsches Wochenblatt [1].

• 30 November 1776, Lambert to Wolfram [14, p. 524]

Lambert mentions Felkel and Hindenburg, but without naming them. He writes
that the one in Leipzig (Hindenburg) wants to go to 5 millions, and the one in
Vienna (Felkel) to 2, or even to 10 millions. Lambert observes that the tables can
be organised in columns of intervals of 300, that is, of 80 values.

• 7 December 1776: Hindenburg to Lambert [15, p. 184]

Hindenburg now sends his complete 1776 text “Beschreibung ...” [42]

• 10 December 1776: Lambert to Hindenburg [15, p. 188]

This is an answer to Hindenburg’s letter from 2 October, and Lambert had appar-
ently not yet received the letter from 7 December.

Lambert writes that Felkel sent him his table up to 144000 and he is glad that he
will be able to tell him his opinion (and this he did on 12 December).

31In 1785, he wrote that he could factor up to 800 numbers hourly [15, p. 492].
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Lambert gives a description of Felkel’s table. The use of letters is criticized, but I
think that Felkel’s table is still the only one that could go so far in a compact way.
Kulik’s table goes beyond, but by giving only the smallest factor.

Lambert says that he will suggest to Felkel giving explicitely the first factor.

Lambert also describes Felkel’s machine. It is made of 8 small rods and 30 big
ones. Lambert observes that a circle or a cylinder could be used, and even clock or
gearwork, which anticipates the work of Lehmer and others.

Lambert now understands that Felkel could not have started at 1 million.

Lambert also writes that Wolfram is still unaware of the latest developments.

• 12 December 1776, Lambert to Felkel [15, p. 114]

This is Lambert’s first critical letter to Felkel. Lambert observes first that laying
out the numbers in eight columns 30n+ 1, 30n+ 7, 30n+ 11, 30n+ 13, 30n+ 17,
30n+ 19, 30n+ 23, 30n+ 29 is a good idea. Lambert understands that the letters
are used to save space, but he believes that the factors could have been written in
full, without loosing too much space. (I don’t think this is true, though.) Lambert
also considers that the use of letters creates a separation between Felkel’s work and
the work of others, so that neither can be helpful to the other.

Lambert is also somewhat critical of Felkel’s machine, writing that it is not so new.
Lambert observes that everything reduces to 1) laying out the tables in the best
way, and 2) finding in the shortest possible way the positions where any factor is to
be inserted. Lambert alludes to some useful formulæ by Wolfram for that purpose.

Lambert refers to Hindenburg’s work in Leipzig, and the publication of his “Beschrei-
bung einer ganz neuen Art etc.” [42]. Lambert writes that Hindenburg’s work differs
a lot from Felkel’s and contains a lot of theory.

He mentions again the person who computed the table to 500000 and another person
who also did some work, but they are not named by Lambert.

Lambert considers that most readers will understand that these tables are useful,
but will not consider them necessary to them.

Regarding the computation of logarithms, Lambert considers that the most impor-
tant is to have tables without errors, and that it would be good to have a table of
logarithms from 990000 to 1 000 000, with their differences.

• 14 December 1776: Lambert to Hindenburg [15, p. 194]

Lambert now answers Hindenburg’s letter from 7 December.

Having two copies of Hindenburg’s treatise, Lambert sent one of them to Lagrange.
He also sent him the copy of Felkel’s work.

Among Lambert’s observations to Hindenburg, he makes some comments on the
decimal periods given in Hindenburg’s work (pp. 113–115).
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• 22 December 1776: Hindenburg to Lambert [15, p. 199]

This is the last letter from Hindenburg to Lambert.

Hindenburg now comments on Felkel’s table, which he has also obtained. He ob-
serves that Euler had already used the same arrangement as Felkel.

Hindenburg observes that Wolfram probably lives in a place where few news arrive.

The rest of the letter is concerned with decimal periods.

• 8 March 1777, Lambert to Wolfram [14, p. 531]

Bernoulli mentions here an additional note by Lambert with the number of primes
in a number of intervals.

• 9 August 1777, Lambert’s last letter to Wolfram [14, p. 536]; Lambert died on 25
September 1777.

• Simultaneous accounts of the publication of Hindenburg’s method and Felkel’s table
eventually appeared in 1778 in the Allgemeine deutsche Bibliothek [3].

• In 1782, Hindenburg published again a notice about the upcoming publication of
his table [43], but the table was never published.

• In November 1783, Felkel published a short notice about his machine [33], in which
he also wished that Hindenburg’s tables be at least deposited in a library in Leipzig.

• Bernoulli writes that he saw Hindenburg’s first million in September 1784 in Leipzig,
where Hindenburg was professor [15, p. 242].

8 Conclusion
Felkel’s table of factors was one of several interesting projects spawned by Lambert’s call
for tables. Felkel chose an uneasy road and created a quite unique and beautiful table of
factors.

But Felkel’s table was little used. As mentioned above, it was chiefly used by Vega
as a basis for his table of primes from 102001 to 400031 published in 1797 [74]. But this
table was included in the Sammlung mathematischer Tafeln edited by Hülße, in 1840 and
1849 [44]. Some of Vega’s errors were corrected, but not all of them. 173279 = 241×719,
for instance, is given as prime in both editions, and this error goes back directly to Felkel.

Vega’s tables, and later Burckhardt’s, made it unnecessary for anyone to delve into
the intricacies of Felkel’s rare opus, and it is likely that Vega was Felkel’s only heir. We
can only hope that the wider availability of Felkel’s original works and our reconstruction
will contribute to a better recognition of his work.
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